Welcome

Welcome to the updated Sciencesheet Partner Program Guide. We appreciate your continued
support and contributions. As a Sciencesheet partner, you’ll be able to create new revenue streams
by working with new and existing Sciencesheet customers to provide a variety of services, including
implementation, support, and consulting.
We are confident that the tools and benefits of the Partner Program will enhance our joint efforts and
ensure continued mutual success. The Partner Program is designed to enable you to expand your
client base and target new market segments through a partnership with Sciencesheet, enabling
companies to achieve “Machine Learning in Minutes, not Months.”
Partners are a critical part of Sciencesheet’s ecosystem and are viewed as an extension of
Sciencesheet’s Sales organization. In this Program Guide, you will find an overview of the Partner
Program and outline of the different partner tiers, benefits and requirements. We look forward to a
great year ahead and your continued partnership.

Jeff Stacey
Chief Executive Officer, Sciencesheet Inc.

Sciencesheet Partner Program
The Sciencesheet Partner Program was developed to leverage the joint expertise and technologies
of Sciencesheet and its Partners to provide a solution that addresses the data needs of companies
on domestic and international levels. The companies that Sciencesheet partners with typically fall
into the following categories: system integrators, consultants, agencies, and independent software
vendors (ISVs).
Sciencesheet seeks to partner with leading organizations to execute a joint Go-to-Market (GTM)
strategy. To serve these partners, we have created a program that provides partnership
opportunities, including Sales (e.g., Referral/Re-sell), App Solutions, and Professional Services.

Program Opportunities
Re-sell & Referral Program
Referral/Re-sell Partners introduce the Sciencesheet platform and other products and services to
companies that are searching for a platform to transform the way the company accesses and
leverages data throughout its entire organization. Referral/Re-sell Partners benefit from introducing
customers to the most innovative solution on the market and earning a referral or resell fee for
closed contracts. Note that only Managed and Strategic-level Partners qualify to re-sell the
Sciencesheet platform.

Partner Tiers
The Sciencesheet Partner Program runs similar to an airline frequent flier program. Upon qualifying
for a Tier, the Partner is immediately recognized at that Tier and remain qualified for the remainder
of the current Sciencesheet fiscal year and the entirety of the following fiscal year. For example, a
Foundation Partner who meets the requirements of a Managed Partner in July 2021 would be

recognized as a Managed Partner from that July qualification date through Jan 31, 2023. Note:
Sciencesheet’s fiscal year ends January 31.
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Bene ts
Bronze

Silver

Gold

Sales
Partner Sourced Referral Fee - Net New
Opportunity

5%

10%

15%

Partner Sourced Maintenance - Per year

2.5%

5%

7.5%

Partner Sourced Resell Discount

20%

25%

30%

De nitions
Partner Tiers
Partnership Levels
Bronze – A partner who submits a lead for a potential opportunity via deal registration criteria
attached to the partner agreement. Payable upon verified deal closure.
Silver – A partner who facilitates an introductory meeting to a qualified opportunity stakeholder.
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Payable upon verified deal closure.

Gold – A partner who actively co-sells, presents value proposition, and assist in account plans,
proposal development, and procurement process. Payable upon verified deal closure.
Recurring ACV (Annual Contract Value)
As Sciencesheet uses a software-as-a-service business model, Sciencesheet service orders typically
contain line item(s) for: (1) recurring fees (recurring ACV) for products and services that are provided
on an on-going subscription basis, and (2) one-time fees (non-recurring ACV) for non-renewable
products and services (such as professional services). For purposes of Partner Tier attainment, only
Recurring ACV counts toward Tier attainment, non-recurring ACV is excluded. Recurring ACV is
defined as the total amount of recurring fees under the terms of a new customer contract during the
first 12 months of the contract.
Sourced Recurring ACV
Sourced Recurring ACV means Recurring ACV generated from a Partner Sourced Opportunity.
Partner Sourced Opportunity
A Partner Sourced Opportunity is defined as an opportunity registered by a Partner through
Sciencesheet’s deal registration process and accepted by the appropriate Sciencesheet Account
Executives as Partner Sourced (or designated as Partner Sourced by the appropriate Sciencesheet
Account Executives within the deal registration system). Transactions where products or services are
sold to a Partner for its own use or for use on behalf of external end users through the Partner’s
Sciencesheet instance (i.e. transactions where the Partner is the customer) are not considered
Partner Sourced Opportunities.
Strategic vs Strategic+
Strategic Partners who achieve the higher Sourced Recurring ACV amount (as stated in the PARTNER
TIERS section “Sourced Recurring ACV Achievement”) will be recognized as Strategic+ and are
entitled to higher payouts and margins as stated on the BENEFITS page. All other benefits and costs
of Strategic and Strategic+ Partners are the same.
Co-Sell
The term Co-Sell is used to describe an opportunity in which Sciencesheet engages a Partner to
provide pre-sales support, but the Partner is not the originating source of the opportunity (i.e. it is
not a Partner Sourced Opportunity). This support can be provided in a myriad of ways as

Sciencesheet may request, including but not limited to: (1) scoping support (2) subject-matter
expertise (e.g. industry or technology expertise), and (3) leveraging an existing relationship with the
prospect to further the opportunity. Co-sell opportunities must be registered by the Partner through
Sciencesheet’s deal registration process and accepted by the appropriate Sciencesheet Account
Executives as a Cosell (or must be otherwise designated as a Co-sell by the appropriate
Sciencesheet Account Executives within in the deal registration system).
Note: Only Managed and Strategic level Partners qualify for Co-Sell with Sciencesheet Sales.
Foundation-level Partners are not eligible for Co-sell opportunities with Sciencesheet.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Sciencesheet-Certi ed Consultants
Partners must maintain a ratio of at least 1 Technical Certified Consultant for every 4 Professional
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Services Certified Consultants to qualify for subcontract work.

Bene ts
SALES
Partner Sourced New Logo Referral Fee
Partners are eligible for a Partner Sourced New Logo Referral Fee for Partner Sourced Opportunities
that result in a new customer’s purchase of a new Sciencesheet subscription. Partner Sourced New
Logo Referral Fees are based only on Sourced Recurring ACV for the first 12 month period of the
customer contract, and not on non-recurring ACV or on Sourced Recurring ACV beyond the first 12
month period. Partner Sourced New Logo Referral Fees are payable only if: (a) the contract with the
customer has been fully executed by all parties, (b) Sciencesheet has received the full Sourced
Recurring ACV from the customer and such amount is non-refundable to the customer.
Partner Sourced Upsell Referral Fee
A Partner is eligible for a Partner Sourced Upsell Referral Fee for Partner Sourced Opportunities that
result in an existing customer’s purchase of additional subscription-based Sciencesheet products or
services. Partner Sourced Upsell Referral Fees are based only on the net increase in Recurring ACV
for the first 12 month period, and not on increases in non-recurring ACV or on the increased
Recurring ACV beyond the first 12 month period. Partner Sourced Upsell Referral Fees are payable
only if: (a) the contract with the customer has been fully executed by all parties, (b) Sciencesheet has
received the full Recurring ACV from the customer and such amount is non-refundable to the
customer.
Partner Sourced Multi-year Referral Fee
A Partner is eligible for a Partner Sourced Multi-year Referral Fee for Partner Sourced Opportunities
that result in a multi-year initial term contract with the customer. Partner Sourced Multi-year Referral
Fees are calculated based on the Annual Recurring ACV for year 2 and beyond of the initial term.
Partner Sourced Multi-year Referral Fees are payable in addition to other qualifying Partner Sourced
fees such as Partner Sourced New Logo Referral Fees and Partner Sourced Up- sell Referral Fees. For
example, if a Managed Partner sources a new logo for an initial term of 3 years, the Partner qualifies
for 15% of year 1 Partner Sourced Annual Recurring ACV and 5% of the year 2 & year 3 Partner
Sourced Annual Recurring ACV. Partner Sourced Multi-Year Referral Fees are payable only if: (a) the
contract with the customer has been fully executed by all parties, (b) Sciencesheet has received the
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full Recurring ACV from the customer for year 1 and such amount is non-refundable to the customer,

and (c) customer fees for year 2 and beyond are non-cancellable by and non-refundable to the
customer.
Partner Sourced Resell Discount
To ensure flexibility, Sciencesheet grants the ability for Managed and Strategic (+) Partners to resell
Sciencesheet products and services under a Partner Sourced Opportunity to the specific end
customer on an individual transaction. The Partner is not permitted to resell Sciencesheet products
or services without Sciencesheet’s pre-approval of each specific transaction The transaction and
resell terms will be governed by a service order between Sciencesheet and the Partner. For a Partner
to be resell-eligible, it must be a Certified GTM partner. Partners will be responsible for Tier One
support for the end customer on deals they resell. The Partner Sourced Resell Discount is calculated
based on Sciencesheet’s then-current published list prices and cannot be applied to any additional
discounts.
Assigned Sciencesheet Executive Sponsor
Qualifying Partners will be assigned a Sciencesheet executive sponsor who is not part of the
Sciencesheet partner ecosystem. The Partner may leverage its Sciencesheet executive sponsor as a
mentor and as another advocate for the partnership.
Sciencesheetpalooza Sponsorship Discounts
This discount is in addition to Early Bird or other publicly available discounts Sciencesheet offers.

APP SOLUTIONS
Partner App Solution Margin – Sourced by Appstore & Processed by Partner
When a Partner processes an App Order that originates from the Sciencesheet Appstore for a
Partner
App that is listed in the Sciencesheet Appstore, Sciencesheet is entitled to the remaining percentage
of the App fees as outlined in the App Solutions Matrix.
Partner App Solution Margin – Sourced & Processed by Partner
When a Partner processes an App Order for a Partner App listed in the Sciencesheet Appstore that is
sourced by the Partner outside of the Sciencesheet Appstore and the Sciencesheet sales team,
Sciencesheet is entitled to the remaining percentage of the App fees as outlined in the App
Solutions Matrix.

Partner App Solution Margin – Sourced & Processed by Sciencesheet
The Sciencesheet sales team has the ability to sell and process App Orders for Partner Apps directly
with end customers. When the Sciencesheet sales team processes an App Order for a Partner App,
the Partner is entitled to a percentage of the App fees as outlined in the App Solutions Matrix.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Subcontracting Rates
Subcontracting rates apply when the Partner is engaged by Sciencesheet to provide pre-sales
services for the specific customer (i.e. a Co-sell engagement) and is then engaged by Sciencesheet
to provide professional services to the customer on Sciencesheet’s behalf post-closing.
Fixed Bid vs Hourly Consulting
Fixed bid consulting engagements are professional services engagements that are highly defined to
a scope of work and agreed upon outcomes. Hourly consulting engagements typically include a
defined scope of work with targeted (not guaranteed) outcomes.
Internal Sciencesheet Consulting Services Discount
Each Partner Tier has the opportunity to utilize Sciencesheet’s Professional Services team for
consulting best practices for their internal staff’s benefit at discounted rates. These discounts are
applied to the then-current list price (currently $250 hourly) for Sciencesheet professional services.
Outsourcing Rates
Outsourcing rates apply when the Partner was not engaged by Sciencesheet to provide pre-sales
services for the specific customer (i.e. it was not a Co-sell engagement), but is engaged by
Sciencesheet to provide professional services to the customer on Sciencesheet’s behalf post-closing.
The blended rate for outsourced services is $150 per hour unless otherwise stated on the applicable
statement of work or service order.

For more information, visit sciencesheet.com

